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 2 
Abstract 22 
From April 2009 to December 2010, the Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric 23 
Radiation Measurement (ARM) program carried out an observational field campaign on 24 
Graciosa Island, targeting the marine boundary layer (MBL) clouds over the Azores 25 
region. In this paper, we present an inter-comparison of the MBL cloud properties, 26 
namely, cloud liquid water path (LWP), cloud optical thickness (COT) and cloud-droplet 27 
effective radius (CER), among retrievals from the ARM mobile facility (AMF) and two 28 
Moderate Resolution Spectroradiometer (MODIS) cloud products (GSFC-MODIS and 29 
CERES-MODIS). A total of 63 daytime single-layer MBL cloud cases are selected for 30 
inter-comparison. Comparison of collocated retrievals indicates that the two MODIS 31 
cloud products agree well on both COT and CER retrievals, with the correlation 32 
coefficient R>0.95. despite their significant difference in spatial sampling. In both 33 
MODIS products, the CER retrievals based on the 2.1 µm band (CER2.1) is significantly 34 
smaller than that based on the 3.7 µm band (CER3.7). The GSFC-MODIS cloud product is 35 
collocated and compared with ground-based ARM observations at several temporal-36 
spatial scales. In general, the correlation increases with more precise collocation. For the 37 
63 selected MBL cloud cases, the GSFC-MODIS LWP and COT retrievals agree 38 
reasonably well with the ground-based observations with no apparent bias and correlation 39 
coefficient R around 0.85 and 0.70, respectively. However, GSFC-MODIS CER3.7 and 40 
CER2.1 retrievals have a lower correlation (R~0.5) with the ground-based retrievals. For 41 
the 63 selected cases, they are on average larger than ground observations by about 1.5 42 
µm and 3.0 µm, respectively. Taking into account that the MODIS CER retrievals are 43 
only sensitive to cloud top reduces the bias only by 0.5 µm.  44 
45 
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 46 
1. Introduction 47 
Liquid-phase marine boundary layer (MBL) clouds cover approximately 20% of 48 
Earth’s surface [Wood, 2012]. They are an important modulator of Earth’s radiative 49 
energy budget [Klein and Hartmann, 1993]. A realistic and accurate representation of 50 
MBL clouds in general circulation models (GCM) is critical for understanding the global 51 
radiative energy budget, estimating aerosol indirect effects, and projecting future climate 52 
change. Evaluating and improving GCM simulated MBL clouds requires accurate 53 
monitoring of MBL cloud microphysical and optical properties, as well as the their 54 
association with environmental factors such as meteorological conditions and aerosol 55 
loading.  56 
The need for such observations motivated the Clouds, Aerosol, and Precipitation 57 
in the Marine Boundary Layer (CAP-MBL) field campaign funded by the U.S. 58 
Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program 59 
[Wood et al., 2014]. In this campaign, the ARM Mobile Facility (AMF) was deployed to 60 
Graciosa Island (39.09°N, 28.03°W) for 21 months from April 2009 to December 2010. 61 
Graciosa Island is part of the Azores archipelago in the eastern Atlantic. It is subject to a 62 
wide range of different meteorological conditions, mostly involving marine stratus and 63 
stratocumulus clouds [Wood et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2014a]. Thus, it is an ideal location 64 
for observing MBL clouds and studying how they are influenced by environmental 65 
factors, such as aerosol loading and large-scale circulation pattern. The ARM AMF 66 
instruments provide a variety of cloud and aerosol observations, as well as related 67 
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radiation fields and meteorological conditions. Recent studies have proven these 68 
observations to be a valuable data record for studying aerosol and cloud interactions in an 69 
otherwise poorly sampled remote marine environment [Logan et al., 2014; Dong et al., 70 
2014a; 2014b]. 71 
In addition to ground-based ARM observations, satellite sensors, such as the 72 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board of NASA’s Terra 73 
and Aqua satellites, are another important source of cloud property observations. Among 74 
many operational and research-level MODIS-based cloud property products that have 75 
been developed, two are best recognized and most widely used. The first one is the 76 
“MOD06” product developed and maintained by a science team at NASA Goddard Space 77 
Flight Center (GSFC)] [Platnick et al., 2003; 2016]. It will be referred to as the “GSFC-78 
MODIS product” hereafter. The other one is developed by a science team at NASA 79 
Langley Research Center, as part of the Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System 80 
(CERES) project [Minnis et al., 2011b]], which will be referred to as the “CERES-81 
MODIS product” hereafter. Both products have been used in previous studies for 82 
evaluating the cloud simulations in GCMs [e.g., Kay et al., 2012; Pincus et al., 2012; 83 
Dolinar et al., 2014]. 84 
Ground-based ARM cloud observations and satellite-based MODIS cloud 85 
products are two important sources for cloud related studies and for GCM evaluations. It 86 
is important to assess and understand the potential differences between the two datasets. 87 
Recently, Xi et al. [2014] (referred to as Xi14 hereafter) compared the MBL cloud 88 
properties from the ARM’s Graciosa site during CAP-MBL campaign to the CERES-89 
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MODIS cloud products for 63 daytime and 92 nighttime MODIS overpass cases. For 90 
collocation purposes, ground-based measurements are averaged over a one-hour window 91 
centered at the satellite overpass time, whereas the CERES-MODIS retrievals are 92 
averaged over a 30 km x 30 km box centered at the Graciosa ARM site (referred to as 93 
“dL30km-dt60min” averaging scheme). The ground- and satellite-based measurements 94 
agree well on the cloud-top temperature of MBL clouds. However, they have significant 95 
differences in other cloud properties, including cloud LWP, COT and CER. In particular, 96 
CERES-MODIS COT retrievals are on average smaller than their counterparts from 97 
ARM ground-based retrievals by about 4.1 or 30% (R ~0.66). One average, the CER 98 
retrievals from the CERES-MODIS CER2.1 and CER3.7 are larger than the ground-based 99 
retrievals by about 3.75 µm (30%) and 1.33 µm (10%), respectively (R ~0.53 and 0.49, 100 
respectively). The underestimated COT and overestimated CER in the CERES-MODIS 101 
product lead to error cancellation and a rather small LWP difference, generally within 102 
12%, in comparison with ground-based retrievals (R ~0.62). Overall, it was found that the 103 
ground- and satellite-based cloud properties at the Graciosa site do not agree as well as 104 
their continental low cloud counterparts at ARM’s SGP reported in Dong et al. [2008].  105 
The differences between ground- and satellite-based cloud retrievals stem from 106 
two major sources. The first is the collocation uncertainty. Ground-based instruments 107 
make single-point observations, whereas satellite imagers like MODIS take instantaneous 108 
snapshots of a large area. In addition, all instruments have finite temporal and spatial 109 
resolutions. For example, the ground-based cloud retrievals have a nominal 5-minute 110 
temporal resolution [Dong et al., 1998; Xi et al., 2014]. Xi14 is based on a dL30km-111 
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dt60min collocation scale. Ideally, a smaller temporal-spatial averaging window would 112 
allow a more precise match between ground- and satellite-based observations. However, 113 
the sub-sampling scheme used by the CERES-MODIS algorithm leads to an effective 114 
spatial resolution of approximately 2.8 km. As a result, it is difficult to reduce the spatial 115 
averaging domain to a much smaller size than 30 km while maintaining enough statistics. 116 
It remains unclear whether a more precise temporal-spatial collocation would lead to a 117 
better agreement between ground- and satellite-based observations. 118 
The second source is due to the differences in retrieval methods and algorithms. 119 
For example, the MODIS CER retrieval algorithm is based on the cloud reflection of 120 
solar radiation in the shortwave infrared (SWIR) spectral region (e.g., 2.1 µm and 3.7 121 
µm). Because of the cloud absorption, the SWIR band had only limited penetration depth 122 
into the cloud top and therefore the MODIS CER retrieval is only sensitive to the cloud 123 
microphysics in the upper part of the cloud [Platnick, 2000; Zhang and Platnick, 2011]. 124 
In contrast, the ground-based CER retrieval is based on the surface solar transmission 125 
measurement and therefore is a vertically averaged CER [Dong et al., 1997; Dong and 126 
Mace, 2010]. Another example is that the ground-based cloud LWP is directly retrieved 127 
from microwave radiometer (MWR) observations, whereas MODIS LWP is a diagnostic 128 
variable derived from the COT and CER retrievals.    129 
Xi14 analyzed the potential reasons for the differences in LWP, COT and CER 130 
between ground-based retrievals and collocated CERES-MODIS retrievals, mainly from 131 
the perspective of differences in retrieval methods and algorithms. For example, they 132 
demonstrated in several cases that in comparison with the ground-based CER profile 133 
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retrievals, the CERES-MODIS CER retrievals based on different SWIR bands, i.e., 2.1 134 
µm and 3.7 µm (hereafter referred to as CER2.1 and CER3.7, respectively), are 135 
qualitatively aligned with theoretical expectations, i.e., CER2.1 penetrates deeper into the 136 
cloud than CER3.7. Their investigation into the impacts of collocation uncertainty was 137 
limited by the sub-sampling scheme of the operational CERES-MODIS cloud retrieval 138 
algorithm. Although most MODIS bands have a nominal resolution of 1 km, the CERES-139 
MODIS cloud retrieval algorithm only sub-samples every fourth pixel and every other 140 
scan line of the 1 km MODIS measurements [Minnis et al., 2011a]. As such, there is only 141 
a one eighth probability that the CERES-MODIS near-site pixel includes the site in its 142 
field of view. In some cases, the nearest CERES-MODIS pixel center may be as far as 10 143 
km from the site. As a result, it remains unclear if the differences between ground-based 144 
and CERES-MODIS cloud properties are mainly due to differences in retrieval algorithm 145 
or collocation uncertainty.  146 
This study is a follow-up to Xi14. In addition to the CERES-MODIS product, we 147 
introduce another MODIS product—the GSFC-MODIS cloud product—in the 148 
comparison with ground-based observations. As explained later, the GSFC-MODIS cloud 149 
product samples every 1 km MODIS observation, which enables a better temporal-spatial 150 
collocation with the ARM ground site. We first compare the pixel-level cloud properties, 151 
including cloud LWP, COT and CER, from the two MODIS products with ground-based 152 
measurements for the 63 daytime overpass cases reported in Xi14. In addition, we also 153 
compare the monthly mean (i.e., level-3) MODIS cloud product with the aggregated 154 
ground-based measurements during the 19-month CAP-MBL campaign period.  155 
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One objective of this study is to better understand to what extent the ground- and 156 
satellite-based retrievals of MBL cloud properties agree with one another so that they can 157 
be used with greater confidence for evaluating and improving the MBL cloud simulations 158 
in GCMs. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview 159 
of the ground-based and satellite-based cloud properties retrievals used for the inter-160 
comparison. The comparison results for the 63 collocated MODIS overpass cases are 161 
presented and discussed in Section.3.  162 
2. Ground- and satellite-based measurements and retrievals 163 
2.1. Ground-based cloud properties from ARM CAP-MBL campaign	164 
2.1.1. Cloud LWP retrievals from MWR 165 
The ground-based cloud LWP product used in the inter-comparison is derived 166 
from the MWR measurements at the ARM Graciosa site during the CAP-MBL campaign. 167 
The ARM MWR measures the downwelling brightness temperatures (BT) at surface at 168 
23.8 and 31.4-GHz. Water vapor emission dominates the signal in the 23.8-GHz channel, 169 
whereas liquid water emission constitutes the primary portion of the signal at 31.4 GHz. 170 
Liljegren et al. [2001] developed a statistical retrieval method to retrieve both LWP and 171 
total precipitable water vapor (PWV) simultaneously from the dual frequency BT 172 
measurements. This algorithm is simple, computationally fast and has been adopted as 173 
the operational LWP and PWV retrieval algorithm for ARM MWR. Its main limitation is 174 
that the retrieval parameters required in this algorithm are based on a statistical fitting of 175 
the measured BT to the simulated BT from radiative transfer model. As a result, the 176 
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instantaneous retrievals from this algorithm may be subject to significant uncertainties, 177 
approximately 25 g/m2 for LWP and 0.5 mm for PWV 178 
(http://www.arm.gov/instruments/mwr).  179 
Instantaneous MWR retrievals are known to be noisy due to broken clouds and/or 180 
retrieval uncertainties. For better data quality, the instantaneous MWR LWP retrievals (~ 181 
20s frequency) are aggregated to 5-minute intervals. Cloud fractions and boundary 182 
retrievals from ARM’s active sensors, including ceilometer and cloud profiling radar, are 183 
used during the aggregation to screen out clear-sky and overlapping cloud conditions. 184 
Namely, MWR LWP retrievals are aggregated only when active sensors detect overcast 185 
single-layer low clouds within a 5-mintue period. Therefore, the MWR LWP retrievals 186 
for the 63 selected cases used in the inter-comparison are averaged in-cloud LWP with a 187 
5-minute frequency.  188 
2.1.2. CER	and	COT	retrievals	based	on	Dong	et	al.	[1998]	parameterization	189 
scheme	190 
The ground-based cloud CER and COT property retrievals for MBL clouds are 191 
based on the algorithm described in Dong et al. [1997; 1998]. The inputs to the algorithm 192 
include the abovementioned aggregated 5-mintue LWP retrieval from the MWR and the 193 
downwelling solar flux at the surface from ground pyranometer measurements. Dong et 194 
al. [1998] developed a simple CER parameterization scheme, which has proven to 195 
provide equally accurate CER retrievals as the interactive scheme in Dong et al. [1997]. 196 
The scheme is as follows: 197 
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CER LWP,γ( ) = −2.07 + 2.49LWP +10.25γ − 0.25µ0
+20.28LWP ⋅γ − 3.14LWP ⋅µ0
  (1) 198 
where LWP is from the MWR, µ0  is the cosine of solar zenith angle and γ = Fcloudy↓ / Fclear↓  199 
is the ratio of measured cloudy-sky downwelling solar flux (Fcloudy↓ ) to the expected clear-200 
sky downwelling solar flux ( Fclear↓ ) when there were no clouds [Long and Ackerman, 201 
2000]. The upper-bar in CER  indicates that the retrieval is based on the vertically 202 
homogeneous cloud assumption and CER  can be considered as an effective vertical 203 
average of the CER profile. A new algorithm developed by Dong and Mace [2010] and 204 
Dong et al. [2014b] to retrieve the profiles of CER and LWC, is overviewed in the next 205 
section.  206 
2.1.3. CER	and	LWC	profile	retrievals		207 
As explained above, the retrievals based on Dong et al. [1998] can be considered 208 
as a vertically averaged CER. Dong and Mace [2010] developed a new retrieval scheme 209 
that combines the radar reflectivity profile ( Z h( ) ) from the K-band (35GHz) millimeter 210 
wavelength radar (MMCR), LWP from MWR, and pyranometer γ  measurements to 211 
retrieve the vertical profile of CER and liquid water content (LWC) of MBL clouds. On 212 
the basis of the log-normal particle size distribution (PSD) assumption and the analytical 213 
relations between radar reflectivity and PSD, Dong and Mace [2010] related the vertical 214 
profile of CER to the Z h( )  profile from MMCR and the vertically averaged CER based 215 
on Dong et al. [1998] as follows: 216 
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  (2) 218 
where CER is from the Dong et al. [Dong et al., 1998] parameterization scheme in Eq.(1) 219 
, ΔH  is the physical thickness of the MBL cloud, and Δh   is the MMCR range gate 220 
spacing. Once CER h( )  is known from Eq.(2) , other key cloud properties such as the 221 
LWC profile, can be easily derived from CER h( )  and the assumed PSD.  222 
2.2. GSFC-MODIS	and	CERES-MODIS	cloud products 223 
In this study, we use the latest Edition-4 CERES-MODIS product [Minnis et al., 224 
2011b; 2011c] and the collection 6 GSFC-MODIS cloud product [Platnick et al., 2016].  225 
Both MODIS cloud products use the so-called bi-spectral method to simultaneously 226 
retrieve COT and CER from cloud reflectance measurements in two spectral bands 227 
[Nakajima et al., 1990]. One measurement is usually made in the visible or near-infrared 228 
(VIS/NIR) spectral region (e.g., 0.64 µm or 0.86 µm), where water absorption is 229 
negligible and therefore cloud reflection generally increases with COT. The other 230 
measurement is usually in the shortwave infrared (SWIR) spectral region (e.g., 2.1 or 3.7 231 
µm), where water droplets are moderately absorptive and cloud reflectance generally 232 
decreases with increasing CER for optically thick clouds. Once the COT and CER are 233 
determined using the bi-spectral method, the LWP can be derived from the equation 234 
LWP = 2 / 3ρwCOT ⋅CER .  235 
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 MODIS has three SWIR bands centered at 1.6, 2.1 and 3.7 µm, respectively, 236 
which can all be used for CER retrieval in the bi-spectral method. Both MODIS cloud 237 
products report the CER retrievals based on the 2.1 µm and 3.7 µm retrievals (i.e., CER2.1 238 
and CER3.7). In addition, the GSFC-MODIS also reports the CER1.6. A number of recent 239 
studies found significant differences between CER2.1 and CER3.7 in the GSFC-MODIS 240 
and CERES-MODIS products for MBL clouds [Nakajima et al., 2010; Painemal and 241 
Zuidema, 2011; Zhang and Platnick, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012]. Sub-pixel cloud 242 
inhomogeneity is an important reason causing this spectral difference [Zhang and 243 
Platnick, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012]. Note that when CER2.1 and CER3.7 are used to derive 244 
the LWP, the retrievals are referred to as LWP2.1 and LWP3.7, respectively.  245 
A major difference between the two MODIS cloud products is in their spatial 246 
sampling scheme. The CERES-MODIS product is developed mainly to facilitate the 247 
CERES measurements of the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiation [Minnis et al., 2004; 248 
2011b]. The CERES scanners on Terra and Aqua have a nadir spatial resolution of ~20 249 
km. They rely on the high-resolution MODIS observations to identify the atmospheric 250 
and surface components within the CERES field of view (FOV) so that the measured 251 
CERES broadband radiances can be converted into fluxes [Loeb et al., 2005]. In order to 252 
minimize the processing time, the CERES-MODIS retrieval algorithm sub-samples every 253 
fourth pixel and every other scan line of the 1-km MODIS measurements. As a result, the 254 
CERES-MODIS cloud product has an effective spatial resolution of 2.8 km. Thus, there 255 
are approximately 50 CERES-MODIS cloud retrievals in a 20-km CERES footprint. The 256 
operational level-2 CERES-MODIS cloud retrieval product is released together with the 257 
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CERES TOA radiation measurements in the CERES- Single Scanner Footprint (SSF) 258 
product†. For each 20-km CERES footprint in the data, the corresponding cloud property 259 
statistics, such as mean and standard deviation, are reported based on the ~50 sub-260 
sampled MODIS retrievals. For CERES Edition 4, the individual subsampled CERES-261 
MODIS pixel retrievals are also archived for additional analyses. The pixel retrievals for 262 
a 30 km x 30 km box centered on the ARM site were used in Xi14. 263 
 In contrast to the CERES-MODIS sub-sampling scheme, in the latest collection 6 264 
of the GSFC-MODIS cloud product, the CER and COT retrievals are attempted for every 265 
possible 1-km cloudy pixel. The retrieval results for overcast and potentially partly 266 
cloudy pixels are reported separately in the product to reflect their difference in terms of 267 
retrieval quality. 268 
3. Inter-comparison Results for Xi14 cases 269 
The polar orbit and the wide cross-track swatch (2330 km) enable each MODIS to 270 
sample the Graciosa site on daily basis (once most days and some days twice). Figure 1, 271 
plots the Aqua- and Terra-MODIS swath overpass times for Graciosa Island during the 272 
CAP-MBL campaign period. The overpass time for Aqua is mostly between 14:00 and 273 
16:00 UTC, while it is mostly between 12:00 and 14:00 UTC for Terra. During the whole 274 
CAP-MBL campaign period, each MODIS made over 830 daytime observations over 275 
Graciosa Island. However, most of these overpasses are not ideal for inter-comparison 276 
purpose because the area is either cloud-free or not covered by single-layer MBL clouds 277 
(e.g., covered by ice cloud or overlapping clouds). Indeed, Xi14 only found 63 278 
                                                
† https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/ceres/ssf_table 
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overpassing cases, in which the Graciosa Island region—a 30 km x 30 km box centered at 279 
ARM AMF site—is covered by single-layered overcast MBL clouds according to the 280 
CERES-MODIS cloud product.  281 
It should be mentioned that when using the 1-km GSFC-MODIS cloud mask 282 
product to derive the cloud fraction in the same region, a number of scenes in the 63 283 
cases are actually not overcast (cloud fractions as low as 60%) but the ARM MMCR and 284 
lidar observations show a continuous cloud layer. This difference may be due to the sub-285 
sampling scheme of the CERES-MODIS cloud product, leading to an overestimation of 286 
cloud fraction in some mostly cloudy scenes when the cloud-free pixels may not be 287 
sampled. Nevertheless, the inter-comparison results indicate that the difference of cloud 288 
fraction between the two MODIS cloud products has little impact on the comparison. We 289 
start our inter-comparison with these cases because they are relatively simple and also 290 
because our results are directly comparable with those reported in Xi14.  291 
3.1. Comparison of GSFC- and CERES-MODIS products  292 
Before exploring the differences between ground-based cloud retrievals with the 293 
MODIS cloud results, we first compare the two MODIS cloud products.  For collocation, 294 
we first identify in the level-2 CERES-SSF product the CERES footprint closest to the 295 
ARM’s AMF site on the Graciosa Island. Then, we found all the 1-km pixels of the 296 
GSFC-MODIS cloud retrievals within the 20 km CERES footprint as identified in the 297 
previous step. Finally, we averaged the GSFC-MODIS cloud retrievals from all the 298 
cloudy pixels within the CERES footprint and compared them with the averaged CERES-299 
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MODIS values reported in the CERES-SSF product that are based on the ~50 sub-300 
sampled pixels.  301 
 Figure 2 shows the comparisons of COT, CER3.7 and CER2.1 between the 302 
collocated CERES-MODIS and GSFC-MODIS for the 63 Xi14 cases. The gray scale of 303 
the dots corresponds to the cloud fraction over the 30 km x 30 km box centered at ARM 304 
AMF site according to the GSFC-MODIS 1 km cloud mask product. Evidently, the two 305 
products are in close agreement, regardless of the cloud fraction. The correlation 306 
coefficients for COT and CER3.7 are both 0.95 and there is no apparent systematic bias 307 
between the two products.  This is very encouraging even though the comparison is based 308 
on limited cases.  309 
What is a little surprising is that the CER2.1 retrievals from the CERES-MODIS 310 
product are systematically larger than their GSFC-MODIS counterparts in Figure 2c, 311 
although the correlation efficient remains as high as 0.93. This difference appears to be 312 
greater for larger CER values and could be partially due to small differences in the C5 313 
and C6 Terra 2.1-µm calibrations used by the CERES-MODIS and GSFC-MODIS 314 
analyses. Because of the non-linear relationship between reflectance and CER2.1, a given 315 
fractional change in the reflectance, equivalent to a change in the calibration gain, will 316 
cause a much larger change in CER2.1 for large droplets than for small droplets. 317 
Differences in the treatment of atmospheric absorption or in the modeling of the top-of-318 
atmosphere reflectances could also account for the size-dependent CER2.1 difference 319 
between CERES-MODIS and GSFC-MODIS. This result implies that there is a larger 320 
difference between CER3.7 and CER2.1 in the CERES-MODIS product than in the GSFC-321 
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MODIS product, which is confirmed in Figure 3. In the GSFC-MODIS product (Figure 322 
3a), the CER2.1 is larger than CER3.7 for all but one case. The results in Figure 3b indicate 323 
that the CERES-MODIS product has the same issue. The magnitude of the spectral 324 
difference is even larger.  325 
As explained in several pervious studies, sub-pixel cloud inhomogeneity (SPI) is 326 
an important reason causing the spectral difference between CER3.7 and CER2.1[e.g., 327 
Zhang and Platnick, 2011; Painemal et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2012]. To examine the 328 
dependence of the spectral difference between CER3.7 and CER2.1 on SPI, we colored 329 
each case in n Figure 3 based on the mean SPI index of the MBL cloud pixels in each 330 
case from the GSFC-MODIS product. This SPI index product is derived from the 250m 331 
sub-pixel variance of cloud reflectance, which is close to zero for highly homogeneous 332 
cloud and up to about 1.0 for highly inhomogeneous clouds. In general, we see that the 333 
cases with larger SPI (darker dots) tend to have larger spectral difference between CER2.1 334 
and CER3.7 than those with more homogenous cases with smaller SPI (lighter dots). 335 
Similar results were found by Painemal et al. [2013] using the 2.8-km CERES-MODIS 336 
data to estimate horizontal homogeneity. 337 
The dependence on SPI index is further examined in Figure 4. The background 338 
color map of the figure corresponds to the mean CER2.1−CER3.7 at each combination of 339 
SPI index and CER2.1 derived from the total population of GSFC-MODIS pixels from all 340 
63 Xi14 cases. The dotted contour lines correspond to the relative sampling rate (the 341 
center contour line has the largest sampling rate). Each dot in the figure corresponds to 342 
one of the 63 Xi14 cases. The location of the dots on x- and y-axis corresponds to the 343 
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mean value of SPI index and CER2.1 of each case, respectively. The color of each dot 344 
corresponds to the mean CER2.1−CER3.7 value of each case. The background color 345 
pattern in Figure 4 reveals a rather complicated dependence of CER2.1−CER3.7 on both 346 
SPI index and CER2.1, which is a manifestation of multiple mechanisms operating at the 347 
same time and entangled with one another [Zhang and Platnick, 2011; Zhang et al., 348 
2012]. Nonetheless, a general pattern in Figure 4 is that, in the region with relatively 349 
high sampling rate, the CER2.1−CER3.7 difference tends to increase with increasing SPI 350 
index as a result of the aforementioned PPHB. It is encouraging to see the color of the 351 
dots, which is based on the mean value of CER2.1−CER3. 7 in each case, is in general 352 
agreement of the background color based on the total population of pixels from all 63 353 
cases. Overall, the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4 suggest that the PPHB plays an 354 
important role in causing the size difference between CER2.1 and CER3.7 for the Xi14 355 
cases.  356 
 In summary, the COT and CER3.7 retrievals from the CERES-MODIS product 357 
agree well with their GSFC-MODIS counterparts for the 63 MBL cloud cases studied 358 
here. In both products, the CER2.1 retrievals are systematically larger than the CER3.7 359 
retrievals. This spectral difference is more severe in the CERES-MODIS product than in 360 
the GSFC-MODIS product. As a result, the CERES-MODISCER2.1 retrievals are 361 
systematically larger than those from GSFC-MODIS. The PPHB is likely to be an 362 
important reason causing the spectral difference between CER2.1 and CER3.7.  363 
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3.2. Comparisons of ARM ground-based retrievals with the GSFC-364 
MODIS product  365 
In this section, we focus on the comparison between ground-based cloud 366 
retrievals with the GSFC-MODIS product. We do not include CERES-MODIS product in 367 
the comparison for two reasons. First, as shown in the last section the two MODIS cloud 368 
products are in excellent agreement, which implied that whatever lessons are learned 369 
from the comparison about the GSFC-MODIS product should also apply to the CERES-370 
MODIS product. Second, as mentioned in section 0, because of the sub-sampling scheme 371 
of CERES-MODIS retrieval algorithm and how the retrieval results are organized and 372 
reported in the CERES-SSF product, it is difficult to make precise collocation between 373 
the CERES-MODIS retrievals and ground measurements. For this reason the Xi14 used 374 
the “dL30km-dt60min” averaging scheme. Because the GSFC-MODIS algorithm 375 
attempts retrieval for every 1-km pixel, it has a spatial sampling rate about 8 times higher 376 
than the CERES-MODIS cloud product. This provides us an opportunity to investigate if 377 
closer temporal-spatial matching yields better agreement between ground- and satellite-378 
based cloud retrievals. For this purpose, we developed a total of 9 matching conditions 379 
based on the cross combinations of 3 spatial averaging dimensions dL= 30, 20 and 10 km 380 
and 3 temporal averaging windows dt = 60, 30 and 10 minutes. Therefore, we focus on 381 
the GSFC-MODIS product in the comparisons that follow. 382 
Figure 5 shows the results from LWP comparison. As shown in Figure 5a and 5b 383 
when we use the dL30km-dt60min averaging scheme, the correlation coefficient between 384 
the ground-based MWR LWP retrievals and the corresponding GSFC-MODIS LWP 385 
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retrievals product is about 0.62 for the 63 Xi14 cases. This value is identical to that 386 
reported in Xi14 based on the CERES-MODIS product (see their Figure 8c), which is 387 
expected, given the excellent agreement between the two MODIS products. To explore 388 
the sensitivity to matching conditions, we progressively reduced the temporal-spatial 389 
averaging window in 9 sensitivity tests. The resulting correlation coefficients from these 390 
tests are listed in Table 1. Apparently, the correlation between ground- and satellite-based 391 
LWP keeps increasing with decreasing temporal-spatial averaging window, from the 392 
lowest value of about 0.62 for dL30km-dt60min (Figure 5a and 5b) to the highest value 393 
of about 0.85 for dL10km-dt10min (Figure 5c and 5d). This is aligned with the 394 
expectation that closer collocation leads to better agreement between ground- and 395 
satellite-based retrievals. The small arrow in Figure 5 marks a prominent and interesting 396 
case that attests the importance of close collocation for matching ground- and satellite-397 
based observations. This case was observed on May 14th, 2010 around 12:50 UTC. 398 
Figure 6 shows the RGB image of this case from the Terra-MODIS. Zooming in on 399 
Graciosa Island, one can find that the island is covered by thick MBL clouds while the 400 
surrounding region is either clear or covered by thinner clouds. While this could be due to 401 
island effects or simply a coincidence, it is evident that a dL30km averaging range would 402 
include a large fraction of thin clouds around the island. As a result the mean satellite-403 
based LWP in Figure 5a and 5b is quite low, only ~40 g/m2, while the ground-based 404 
LWP is almost 8 times larger at ~320 g/m2. Reducing the temporal-spatial averaging 405 
window to dL10km-dt10min (Figure 5c and 5d) significantly increases the satellite-406 
based LWP and also reduces the ground-based LWP, leading to a much closer agreement.   407 
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The presence of precipitation in MBL clouds poses challenges to both MWR and 408 
MODIS LWP retrievals. The current operational MWR retrieval algorithm considers only 409 
the absorption effect of cloud water and ignores the scattering effect. This assumption can 410 
be problematic for drizzling MBL clouds, because the drizzle drops are large enough to 411 
have significant scattering in MWR wavelength [Liljegren et al., 2001]. The difficulties 412 
in retrieving cloud water when drizzle is present using microwave sensors are discussed 413 
in Lebsock and L’Ecuyer  [2011] and Lebsock et al. [2011]. For MODIS retrieval, the 414 
changes of vertical structure and microphysics (e.g., bi-modal PSD) caused by the warm 415 
rain process can make the properties of drizzling MBL clouds deviate from the 416 
fundamental assumptions made in the operational MODIS algorithm and results in 417 
significant uncertainty [Seethala and Horváth, 2010; Lebsock and Su, 2014; Miller et al., 418 
2016]. In Figure 5, we marked each case with a gray scale according to the fraction of 419 
precipitation during the temporal averaging window based on the MMCR observations. A 420 
case with darker color indicates a larger fraction of MBL clouds observed by the MWR 421 
during the temporal averaging window are precipitating. As expected, the cases with 422 
larger precipitation fraction (i.e., darker dots) generally have larger mean LWPs than 423 
those with mostly non-precipitating clouds. Interestingly, the comparison between 424 
ground-based and GSFC-MODIS LWP retrievals show no apparent dependence on the 425 
precipitation fraction because the light drizzle cases used in Xi14 to have little impact on 426 
the LWP retrievals. Further investigation is needed to better understand the impacts of 427 
drizzle on the MWR and MODIS retrievals and their differences.  428 
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Given the LWP comparisons, we now compare COT and CER values. Figure 7 429 
shows comparisons of the GSFC-MODIS COT, CER2.1 and CER3.7 values with their 430 
ground-based counterparts based on the Dong et al. [1998] parameterization described in 431 
section 2.1.2. As in Figure 5, the gray scale in Figure 7 indicates the fraction of 432 
precipitation during the temporal averaging window based on the MMCR observations. 433 
When the dL30km-dt60min averaging scheme is used, the correlation coefficient 434 
between ground- and satellite-based COT retrievals for the 63 Xi14 cases is 0.62, which 435 
is consistent with the CERES-MODIS results in Xi14 and also comparable to the 436 
correlation coefficient for LWP in Figure 5a and 5b. The ARM retrievals seem to be 437 
systematically higher than the GSFC-MODIS COT retrievals, as found in Xi14. Indeed 438 
the P-value based on the T-test is only 0.04 for the null hypothesis test that the two COT 439 
data sets have the same mean value. When the averaging window is reduced to dL10km-440 
dt10min, the correlation coefficient for COT increases slightly to 0.7, which is 441 
encouraging but not as significant as that seen in Figure 5 for LWP. The P-value also 442 
increases to 0.89, indicating that smaller averaging window helps to reduce the bias. The 443 
CER comparisons between the GSFC-MODIS and ARM retrievals using the dL10km-444 
dt10min scheme, on the other hand, have nearly the same correlations as those using the 445 
dL30km-dt60min averaging scheme but larger mean differences and standard deviations. 446 
The LWP, COT and CER comparisons have demonstrated that the dL10km-dt10min 447 
scheme can increase the correlation but does not always diminish the satellite-surface 448 
differences as shown in Dong et al. [2008]. This is primarily due to mismatch between 449 
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the surface temporal averages and satellite spatial averages and uncertainties in the two 450 
retrieval methods.    451 
Figure 7 also compares the GSFC-MODIS CER2.1 and CER3.7 retrievals with the 452 
Dong et al. [1998] ground-based CER retrievals. When the dL30km-dt60min averaging 453 
scheme is used, the correlation coefficient for CER3.7 and CER2.1 is 0.50 (Figure 7b) and 454 
0.55 (Figure 7c), respectively. More importantly, based on the average of the 63 cases, 455 
CER3.7 and CER2.1 are 1.3 and 2.9 µm larger, respectively, than the Dong et al. [1998] 456 
ground-based CER averages, indicating the existence of systematic bias. Unlike the LWP 457 
and COT comparisons, the comparison of CER do not show any significant improvement 458 
when the averaging window drops to dL10km-dt10min (Figure 7e and 7f). The 459 
correlation coefficient remains low around 0.5 and the bias even increases slightly.  460 
In contrast to column-integrated variables like LWP and COT, CER is dependent 461 
on the vertical structure of MBL clouds. As mentioned in Section 2, the MODIS CER 462 
retrievals are only sensitive to the upper portion of the MBL clouds, while the ground-463 
based CER retrievals from Dong et al. [1998] can be considered as the vertical average of 464 
the CER profile. Could this be the primary reason causing the differences between 465 
ground- and satellite-based CER retrievals seen in Figure 7? The ground-based CER and 466 
LWC profile retrievals from Dong and Mace [2010] provide the observations needed to 467 
address this question. To illustrate and quantify the sensitivity of MODIS CER retrieval 468 
to cloud vertical structure, Platnick [2000] introduced the concept of a vertical weighting 469 
function W τ( ) , which relates the MODIS CER retrieval with the vertical profile of CER 470 
as follows: 471 
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 CER* = CER τ( )W (τ )dτ
0
COT
∫   (3) 472 
where τ  is the optical depth from cloud top, CER τ( )  is the CER profile as a function of 473 
τ . W τ( )  is normalized so that W (τ )dτ
0
COT
∫ = 1 . Given a CER profile, the computation 474 
of W τ( )  involves rather expensive radiative transfer simulations. In this study, we adopt 475 
the concept of the vertical weighting function, but use an analytical form that can serve as 476 
a first order approximation to the actual weighting function to avoid expensive radiative 477 
transfer simulations: 478 
 W τ( ) = aτ b exp −τ 1
µ
+ 1
µ0
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥   (4) 479 
where µ  and µ0  are the cosines of viewing and solar zenith angles, respectively, the 480 
exponent b  determines the location of the maximum sensitivity, and a  is a constant to 481 
ensure W τ( )  is normalized. Because of the stronger cloud absorption in the 3.7-µm 482 
band, we let b = 0  to approximately reduce W τ( )  to the two-way transmittance 483 
[Alexandrov et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2016]. Meanwhile, we use b = 2  for the CER2.1 to 484 
allow a deeper penetration depth. A hypothetical example to demonstrate the use of the 485 
analytical weighting function is given in Figure 8. For this particular case, the CER3.7 486 
and CER2.1 retrieval results predicted based on our analytical W τ( )  are in reasonable 487 
agreement with the numerical simulations, although biased a little higher, lending 488 
confidence to our analytical W τ( )  in Eq.(4).  489 
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To account for the sensitivity of the MODIS CER retrievals to cloud vertical 490 
structure in the comparison, we first use the LWC and CER profiles from the Dong and 491 
Mace [2010] scheme that are described in Section 2.1.3 to derive the vertical profile of 492 
CER as a function of optical depth, i.e., CER τ( ) . Then, we use the analytical W τ( )  to 493 
derive from Eq.  what the MODIS CER3.7 and CER2.1 retrieval results would be if the 494 
MODIS instrument had observed a MBL cloud with the given LWC and CER profiles 495 
(referred to as the “ARM vertically weighted” retrievals). Finally, we compare the ARM 496 
vertically weighted CER with the GSFC-MODIS retrievals in Figure 9. In comparison to 497 
the results in Figure 7, the vertical weighting helps to reduce the MODIS CER bias by ~ 498 
0.5 µm for both dL30km-dt60min and dL10km-dt10min averaging schemes. These 499 
results are consistent with the theoretical expectation. Nonetheless, there are still 500 
significant differences between ground- and satellite-based results. Depending on which 501 
averaging scheme is used, the GSFC-MODIS CER3.7 retrievals for the 63 Xi14 cases are 502 
about 0.9 to 1.5 µm larger than the ground-based CER retrievals, even if the MODIS 503 
CER retrieval sensitivity to the cloud vertical structure is considered. The CER2.1 504 
retrievals are even larger (by about 2.3 to 2.6 µm). 505 
4. Conclusions and Discussion  506 
The DOE ARM Program carried out a 19-month observation field campaign from 507 
April 2009 to December 2010—the CAP-MBL—on Graciosa Island (39° 5' 28" N, 28° 1' 508 
45" W), targeting MBL clouds over the Azores. Here, we present an inter-comparison of 509 
the MBL cloud LWP, COT and CER between the CAP-MBL ARM AMF retrievals and 510 
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two satellite remote sensing products (CERES-MODIS and GSFC-MODIS). The main 511 
results from the comparison are summarized as follows: 512 
• The two MODIS products show good agreement on COT and CER3.7  (correlation 513 
coefficient R~0.95). The CER2.1 from CERES-MODIS product is systematically 514 
larger than that from GSFC-MODIS possibly due to calibration and/or 515 
algorithmic differences. In both MODIS products, MBL CER2.1 tends to be larger 516 
than CER3.7. The magnitude of CER2.1−CER3.7 increases with cloud sub-pixel 517 
inhomogeneity, suggesting that the plane-parallel homogeneous bias likely plays 518 
an important role in the spectral retrieval differences.  519 
• Comparison between the ARM ground-based cloud retrievals and the GSFC-520 
MODIS product depend on how the two datasets are collocated. A more precise 521 
collocation generally leads to better agreement. We found no systematic bias 522 
between the ground-based MWR and GSFC-MODIS LWP values. The 523 
correlation coefficient is about 0.85 for the 63 selected cases when using a more 524 
strict collocation scheme (dL10km-dt10min), while R reduces to 0.62 when using 525 
a more relaxed collocation scheme (dL30km-dt60min). Similarly, the ground- and 526 
satellite-based COT retrievals also agree reasonably well, with no apparent bias 527 
and correlation coefficient R~0.70. 528 
• Averaging over the 63 selected cases, the GSFC-MODIS CER2.1 and CER3.7 are 529 
about 1.5 µm and 3.0 µm larger than ground-based retrievals based on the Dong 530 
et al. [1998] scheme. Taking into account that the satellite-based CER retrievals 531 
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are only sensitive to cloud top reduces this bias by ~0.5 µm. Precipitation seems 532 
to have little impact on the comparison.   533 
These findings have several implications. First, the good agreement on instantaneous 534 
retrievals should lend confidence to both MODIS products. They can be deemed to be 535 
practically equivalent for studying the climatology of MBL clouds or evaluating the MBL 536 
cloud simulations in GCMs. The fact that CER2.1 is systematically larger than CER3.7 in 537 
both MODIS products indicates this spectral different unlikely to be an algorithm issue, 538 
but caused by more fundamental issues like sub-pixel level cloud inhomogeneity. 539 
Second, in comparison with Xi14, a more precise temporal-space collocation in this study 540 
leads to a better agreement between ground- and satellite-based retrievals of LWP and 541 
COT. Together, the ARM and MODIS cloud property retrievals constitute a strong 542 
constraint on the bulk physical and optical properties of MBL clouds over the Azores 543 
region that should be highly useful for GCM evaluation. Finally, the differences between 544 
the ground- and satellite-based CER indicate the existence of significant uncertainty in 545 
the current observations of MBL cloud microphysics. Although the cause is yet to be 546 
understood, this study provides a quantitative assessment of this uncertainty, which could 547 
still be helpful for evaluating the GCM simulations of MBL clouds. This study is based 548 
on limited cases. Now the ARM program has established a permanent site on the 549 
Graciosa Island for long-term observations. We will extend our comparisons to the new 550 
data record in future studies.    551 
 552 
 553 
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Figures and Tables: 697 
 698 
Table 1 Correlation coefficient between ground-based LWP retrievals from MWR and satellite-699 
based LWP retrievals from GSFC-MODIS product for different collocation strategies  700 
 dL=30 km dL=20 km dL=10 km  
dt = 60 min 0.62 (0.63) 0.66 (0.67) 0.71 (0.73) 
dt = 30 min  0.66 (0.67) 0.72 (0.73) 0.77 (0.78) 
dt = 10 min  0.75 (0.75) 0.79 (0.79) 0.84 (0.85) 
 701 
  703 
 30 
 704 
Figure 1. MODIS swath overpass times for Graciosa Island (39° 5' 28" N, 28° 1' 45" W) during 705 
the CAP-MBL campaign. Blue dots (Aqua) and green squares (Terra) indicate MODIS swath 706 
overpass times. Red triangles mark the 63 daytime collocated cases in Xi et al. [Xi et al., 2014]. 707 
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 711 
Figure 2. Comparison of a) COT, b) CER2.1 and c) CER3.7 of MBL clouds between collocated 712 
the CERES-MODIS and GSFC-MODIS products for the 63 selected cases in Xi14. 713 
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 717 
Figure 3. Comparison between CER2.1 and CER3.7 in a) GSFC-MODIS and b) CERES-MODIS 718 
cloud products for the 63 selected cases.  719 
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 722 
Figure 4. A composite plot of CER2.1−CER3.7 as a joint function of MODIS sub-pixel 723 
inhomogeneity index (SPI) and CER2.1. The background color map corresponds to the mean 724 
CER2.1−CER3.7 at each pair of SPI index and CER2.1 derived from the total population of GSFC-725 
MODIS pixels for all 63  cases. The dotted contour lines correspond to the sampling rate. Each 726 
dot in the figure corresponds to one of the 63 cases. The location of the dots on x- and y-axis 727 
corresponds to the mean value of SPI index and CER2.1 of each case, respectively. The color of 728 
each dot corresponds to the mean CER2.1−CER3.7 of each case.   729 
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 732 
Figure 5. Comparisons of ground-based LWP retrievals from MWR with the GSFC-MODISa) 733 
LWP2.1 and b) LWP3.7 products using the dL30km-dt60min averaging scheme. C-d) are same as 734 
a-b) except for the averages from the dL10km-dt10min scheme. Gray scale of the dots 735 
corresponds to the fraction of precipitating MBL clouds during the temporal averaging window 736 
according to the ARM ground-based MMCR observations. The small arrow in the figure marks 737 
the May 14th, 2010 case (see Figure 6 and text for details).  738 
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 741 
Figure 6. The RGB image from Terra-MODIS for the May 14th, 2010 case. The red arrow 742 
indicates the island of Graciosa (39.09°N, 28.03°W) where the ARM AMF is located.  743 
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 747 
Figure 7. Comparisons of (a) COT, (b) CER2.1 and (c) CER3.7 from GSFC-MODIS cloud 748 
product with the ground-based retrievals based on Dong et al. [1998] algorithm under the 749 
dL30km-dt60min averaging scheme. (d-f) are same as (a-c) expect for averaging based on 750 
dL10km-dt10min scheme. 751 
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 755 
Figure 8. Schematic diagram to illustrate the vertical distributions of CER and COT from two 756 
MODIS bands. The red and blue solid curves are the weighted COTs W τ( )  for CER3.7 and 757 
CER2.1 retrievals, respectively. The dashed black curve corresponds to an adiabatic CER profile 758 
with the CER=15 µm at cloud top. The red and blue triangles mark the CER3.7 and CER2.1 759 
retrievals from theoretical calculations. The red and blue vertical lines mark the locations of the 760 
retrieved CER3.7 and CER2.1 predicted by the weighting function in Eq..  In this case µ = µ0 = 1 , 761 
the total COT=10 and the CER profile follows the classic adiabatic structure.      762 
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 765 
 766 
Figure 9. Same as Figure 7, except that the ground-based CER retrievals are vertically weighted 767 
results using the analystical weighing function in Eq.  and the LWC and CER profile from Dong 768 
and Mace [2010] algorithm. 769 
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